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Moore protests charges
of discriminatory policies
By Mmry Wey
Slmfl Reporter
University President Hollis A.
Moore. Jr.. yesterday said "if a dispassionate and carelul review reveals
discrimination exists in the policies or
procedures at Bowling Green State
University, then we need to know it."
Dr Moore made the comment while
speaking to Faculty Senate about
charges made by the Women's Equity
Action League i WEAL l
WEAL charged the University this
week with sex discrimination in hiring
and promotion practices, which is prohibited by Executive Order 112466
DR. MOORE criticized The RG
News for charging University officials
with "sitting on their hands, ignorant
of concerns relating to alleged practices of sex discrimination at the University."
Dr. Moore said he was most
disturbed about the statement in the
Dec 1 editorial which said, "..It's
unfortunate formal charges of discrimination had to be filed with the
U.S. Department of Health. Education
and Welfare to force the University to
move."
•'I protest the accusation imade by

the News). Indeed we have moved."
Dr. Moore said
He outlined actions the Universityhas taken to end sex discrimination on
campus, including:
-Appointing a Director of Equal
Opportunity;
--Providing special salary
allowances for women:
-Preparing special reports for the
HEW Regional Office for Civil Rights:
-Developing an affirmative action
plan with goals to be submitted to
federal authorities for review.
--Substantially involving women in
both the search and screening committees for a permanent provost:
-Showing support for the Ad Hoc
Committee on the Status of Women's
report.

dards of competency as we define it is
a condition which I fervently hope we
can eliminate." he said
Dr Moore said faculty at the University should be hired in the future on the
basis of individual ability and the best
qualified person should be employed
for whatever position is available
Dr. Moore invited any faculty member who believes he or she is being
treated unfairly in either rank or
salary to bring a complaint immediately to the attention of his or her
department chairman
He said if the faculty member and
the department chairman agree that
some adjustment must be made in
salary or status, and if the provost
approves, then a change may be made
"at the earliest moment when funds
are available "

DR. MOORE said through such
actions the University has "shown an
attitude and feeling of concern and
deep dedication that inequalities of any
kind are not to be tolerated."
"I am totally opposed to inequalities
or to injustices against any individual
regardless of race. sex. or any other
characteristic In fact, whatever
inequality exists which prevents each
and every faculty member at this University from being judged on the stan-

DR. MOORE said, however, that this
type of action should only be temporary "because I want us to rid ourselves once and for all of inequalities
as best we can define them and as
promptly as we can abolish them."
Dr. Sheldon Halpcrn, associate
professor of English, requested that a
statement, clarifying the senate's attitude toward the report by the Ad Hoc
Committee on lb* Status of Women, be

Apollo ready for takeoff
By Howard Beaealct
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP) Apollo 17. perhaps man's last visit to
the moon for decades, is ready to blast
off tonight on America's most
spectacular manned space launching.
The smoothest countdown in Apollo
history ticked flawlessly toward a 9 53
p.m. EST liftoff in the first afterdark
launching of a U.S. manned flight, a
fiery event expected to draw half a
million visitors to the Cape Kennedy
area
If skies are dear, anyone for 500
miles around should see the rocket as it
cuts through the darkness trailing a
2.200-foot tail of flame. However, a
forecast of considerable cloudiness
could dim the prospect for many areas.
AMONG THOSE here to bid farewell
to Apollo is Neil A Armstrong, the
first man to walk on the moon
Armstrong, who made his famous walk
in July 1969. now is a professor of
aerospace engineering at the
University of Cincinnati
Astronauts Eugene A Cernan.
geologist Harrison H Schmitt and
Ronald E Evans yesterday completed
16 months of training for the final and
most ambitious of the A polios

They spent time in spaceship
simulator* and then took to the air in
jet trainer planes for the third time in
four days, flying high acceleration runs
over south Florida to prepare for the
gravity forces they'll experience on
liftoff.
WITH ZERO HOUR approaching,
the pace quickened at the launch pad as
crews worked to prepare the Saturn 5
rocket, the command ship America
and the lunar ship Challenger.
Flight batteries were activated, fuel
cells serviced, tanks pressurized, and
food and equipment stowed aboard the
spaceships.
Five tiny mice, packed in a sealed
container, were put aboard in an
experiment to determine the effects of
cosmic rays on brain tissue
Many critical countdown items
remain, including the loading of the
Saturn 5 today with more than 800,000
gallons of liquid hydrogen and liquid
oxygen fuel.
Cernan. Evans and Schmitt, who
have been adjusting their schedule to a
late wakeup, plan to sleep until early
afternoon today They'll undergo a
brief physical exam, eat and suit up for
the trip to the launch pad. nine miles
from their crew quarters

Trees: for growing,
climbing and saving
Is a tree more than just roots, branches, limbs and leaves'
Others think so. and so do we.
The Swedes believe that a tree can cure sickness in children. A
naked child is dragged through the exposed roots by its mother--but
the charm is only supposed to work on Thursday.
California's Maidu Indians believed that originally the earth was a
mass of fire which gradually collected in the center They believed
that the roots of trees connected to the fire which could be extracted
by special drills.
Today, most people hold trees sacred, not for their once-believed
supernatural" powers and spirits, but for their valuable role in
nature's ecological structure.
They know that forests are diminishing and are finally asking what
they can do to help
We've suggested a remedy Ten weeks ago we kicked off this
quarter's "Save the News" drive with a plea for everyone and anyone
to keep their copies of the News, and to return them to us at the end
of the quarter for recyling
OUR REASONS? We too believe trees are sacred A tree CAN be
more than roots, branches, limbs and leaves. It can also end up as
particles of soot and unnecessary pollution when a newspaper, its byproduct, is burned.
Through recycling, man is not only taking from nature, but giving
back.
If you feel a tree is sacred simply because you enjoy its shade or
because a quiet forest leaves you at peace with the world, then that's
reason enough to want to help.
See you Saturday, from noon until 4 p.m. behind Moseley Hall.
Nature needs help, and if man won't respond, who will?

AFTER APOLLO 17. the United
States has no plans to return to the
moon for the foreseeable future
Instead, its manned space program
will concentrate on earth orbital
flights, starting with the Skvlab space
station next April
The Soviet Union also says it has no
moon landing plans and that it too will
emphasize earth orbital flights which
can be of benefit to mankind in the
fields of weather forecasting,
communications and hunting earth
resources.
Dr. James C Fletcher, administrator of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, said in a recent
interview that if U.S. astronauts return
to the moon in this century it will have
to be part of a joint expedition with the
Soviet Union and perhaps other
countries
For the last Apollo. NASA has
selected a scientifically intriguing site
named Taurus-Littrow as the landing
site for Cernan and Schmitt.
THEY ARE TO guide the spindly
legged Challenger to a touchdown in a
three-mile long volcanic valley which
Cernan terms a "box canyon" because
it is ringed by mountains rising up to
7.000 feet

written into the record
The statement reads
It was and is the intent of the
Faculty Senate to be understood as
endorsing and standing by principles
and practices of equal treatment of the
sexes, but it is equally clear that the
Faculty Senate has not in any way
accepted the aforesaid report by the
women as having proven the existence of discriminatory policies or
practices at Bowling Green State Universlty
The statement was adopted by the
senate
IN OTHER action. Faculty Senate
approved the Pass No Record system
for evaluating students in English 111
and English 112 on a one-year trial
basis
The new grading system will go into
effect winter. 1973 The program will
be evaluated after one year by a
Faculty Senate appointed committee.
Under the system, students' writing
will be evaluated according to originality of expression, organization,
mechanics, grammar and usage and
style
At the end of each quarter, students
will be required to pass a proficiency
test, evaluated by two outside instructors
If the two instructors cannot agree
on an evaluation, a third instructor will
read and evaluate the examination.
If a student receives an unsatisfactory in the course neither the U or a
record of the student's enrollment will
appear on his file.
However, a student will be required
to repeat the course until a grade of
Satisfactory is received.
FACULTY SENATE also approved
work by the Committee on Amendments and By Laws, which changed
wording in the Faculty Senate Charter
in which sex discrimination references
were apparent.
The use of the word "chairman" was
kept in the charter because it was seen
as the name of a position and not a
form of sex discrimination.
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The ruth it over. Studonts-ond ovon dogi-once crossing each
other's paths, leave behind icy footprints that toll of familiar
toutet and varied destinations.

New council to review
trustee board applicants
Gov. John J. Gilligan has announced
plans for a nine-member Trustee
Nominating Council to fill vacancies on
boards of trustees at Miami University
and the University of Cincinnati.
If the program is successful, the
governor said it will be expanded to
include all other state-assisted colleges
and universities

EACH COUNCIL will be comprised
of one trustee, one administrator, two
faculty members, two students, the
president of the Alumni Association
and two members of the general
public.
Gilligan said within the next few
weeks he would appoint the nominating
council for Miami University, since
one of its trustees has resigned
There will also be a vacancy at the
University of Cincinnati on Dec. 31
when one of the present trustee's term
expires.
Under the governor's plan, the
council will review applications from
interested persons and give the
governor a list of five candidates to fill
a vacancy.
The governor could choose from
among the five nominations or reject
the entire list and ask for additional
names to be submitted
DENNIS KELLY, the University s
representative to the governor's
student advisory board, said the key
point in the test cases is if students and

the nominating council can keep the
election of the trustees confidential
He said in the past names of persons
nominated for trustees have been
released. If it was found out that these
people were not selected. Kelly said, it
could hurt their reputation in other
situations.
Kelly also said the two student
members on the nominating councils
will be recommended by the
University student who is the representative on the governor's advisory
council
He said Dr Robert Cecil, executive
assistant to the governor, will choose
the rest of the council.
Kelly said the concept of trustee
councils was a direct result of a
proposal by the student advisory board
to the governor made at its Nov 14
meeting.
Originally, the councils would have
been composed of five members--a
student, faculty member, trustee,
administrator and someone from the
general public.

Director appointed
for computer center
James L Downs, current manager
of data services for the agricultural
equipment division of Allis-Chalmers
in Milwaukee. Wis.. has been named
director of the Northwestern Ohio
University Computer Center.
The center, which will be operated
jointly by Bowling Green and Toledo
universities, will be located on a fiveacre site near Perrysburg in the Levis
Industrial Park, midway between the
two campuses
The center should open in January.

1974 It will be operated exclusively by
the two universities, but will provide
services for all higher educational
institutions in the slate
Downs has also served as manager of
data communications systems for
Badger Meter. Inc.. and manager of
the University Computing Center at
Marquette University.
He joined Allis-Chalmers in 1969 and
was named to his present position in
1970.
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foreign 'ship' sinking fast

On Feb. 24, 1972. the University Board of Trustees approved an
"Equal Employment Opportunity Policy Statement and Affirmative Action Program'' establishing an Office of Equal
Opportunity.
On April 27, 1972 University President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
announced that $22,000 would be set aside from this year's
operating budget to equalize salary inequities for male and
female employees.
This fall. Faculty Senate endorsed a series of recommendations asking for equal treatment of both men and women
faculty in terms of salary, promotions and tenure as a result of a
report by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of Women.
Yesterday. President Moore announced that any funds
available this fiscal year or at the beginning of the 1973-74 fiscal
year will first be used to eliminate any proven salary inequities.
We commend the persons involved in implementing these decisions although we believe they are not enough.
And we hope the formal charges of discrimination filed with
the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare force the
University to move faster and further on this issue.
Yet all this does not speak to the alleged discrimination against
women in admissions policies also charged in the complaint.
Although "there is no enrollment quota," women must have
higher grades and test scores to gain admittance to the
University because "facilities are made for half men, half
women enrollment" and because "five times as many" women
apply.
We hope the charges filed force the University to move to
rectify this situation.
As Dr. Moore said yesterday. "Where restoration of equity,
justice and fair play is involved, gradualism is unacceptable."

i
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semantics

By Tetbome Tekl*
Intrrnittoeal Ceater
Editor's Note: This li the first in a
two-part series oa the lateraatioaal
Center.
Weekends are perhaps the only
occasion the two smiling secretaries
are not on board their grounded ship.
But the captain is often there - either
plotting correspondence charts for a
fishing cruise to Africa. Asia. Europe.
South America and elsewhere or
compiling the captain's orders
1'is heterogeneous crew of 138 are
usually on an extended shore-leave and
may return to their ship at times of
trouble and need - renewal of visas and
passports.
The crew call their flagship "The
International
Center"
and their
captain • Dr. Edward Shuck. It is now
almost two years since the
International Center cruised all the
way from BGSU's Johnson Pall down
to the dry dock of Williams Hall.
THERE IN THE basement, the
International Center banished for a
while, but later revived with a new and
reorganized operational headquarters.
Except for the fleet commanders of
Bowling Green State University and
their admiral Dr. Hollis A. Moore, the
public was not aware of the International Center or the banishment. Nor
does the University public still

recognize the existence of such a ship
on the campus.
In fact, the ship is not the usual type
and is not familiar to the department of
the Navy or the Marines. It mounts no
guns and catches no real fish
But, it fishes such unique species as
Babafunsho,
Sukhupanyaraksa,
Maquirriain. KatoKiremerwa and etc
THOSE NAMES might sound like the
brand names of some foreign commodities, or names we give to the
unknown - Martians. But. make no mislake, they are names of people from
our own universe.
They and many others fall under the
label of "foreign students" Generally,
they are here to accomplish one objective - call it what you will,
education,
miseducation
or
uneducation.
As it might sound, the International
Center is not just a local chapter of
some fraternities or sororities, nor is it
one of those provincial social clubs. In
elfect. it is a microcosm of peoples.
It is a museum of cultures and
languages. It is a congress of
nationalities with representatives from
over 42 countries.
It is a medium that keeps BGSU in
touch with the outer world • the world
unknown to the average man in
Bowling Green.
THE CENTER serves as a calling
station for peoples from all the corners

of the world. It provides immediate
answers to such innocent American
questions as "Is Africa in Nigeria? Are
you going to be a prime minister with a
bachelors degree when you return
home"' Do people live in houses?..."
By function, it has a responsibility to
establish correspondence with any
foreign student applicants seeking
admission to this University. Besides,
the center is not purely academic but
also is an arena for social and cultural
interactions.
It is the home of the World Students'
Association iWSA) - an organization
which has existed on campus for
almost a decade but very much
unknown to the American student on
campus.
WSA s purpose is to give the foreign
student a sense of belonging and to help
him recuperate from the cultural
shock he might encounter on his first
arrival here. Through various
activities it also provides American
students with sufficient exposure to
other cultures.

ON THE AVERAGE, the attainment
of understanding other peoples through
discussion is the basic objective of the
organization. However, the problem is.
only a few Americans take advantage
of this situation
It is possible to assume that
American books, movies and the man
media can provide a good many of
those unfamiliar cultures and peoples.

I would like to protest the outright
discrimination against women's sports
practiced by Fred Ortlip and The BG
News sports staff.
Consistently, the sports editors have
refused to run articles about women's
sports using excuses such as: women's
sports are of little interest to the
University community, the articles
have been mislaid, or there was
confusion among the sports editors
concerning the printing of the articles.

_, We Jind that little .example of semantic maneuvering totally
reprehensible.
The ad hoc committee presented sound evidence that female
faculty members at this University are consistently paid less,
and promoted and granted tenure less often than their male
counterparts.
It also proved women are clustered in the lowest paying
faculty ranks and in departments traditionally reserved for
women-education, home economics, library science.
Faculty Senate may not dare to call that discrimination-but
we do.

IT SEEMS ODD that articles
concerning the men's swim team or
any other men's team never seem to
get mislaid or bogged down by the socalled "confusion of the editors."
The women athletes are forced to
write their own articles and submit
them to The BG News. The timeconsuming work involved in these
articles is futile, for the editors delay
the printing of these articles for weeks
after submission, if they see to print
them at all.

AND ONE FOR MY FRIEND, HERE!'

LBTTers.

accurate insight into black struggles
indictment, but the education system
as a whole that exists inside this
country, maintaining oppression...
Students in this country are
awakening to the fact that this
educational system acts to control
them insofar as it employs a process
that does not teach us how to think but
i rather i what to think
In this process students act out the
role
of
"banks"'
or
depositories Wherein the student's
only function is to be "filled" with
knowledge

each human unique
To Ohne Zunge
You are assuming that man and
woman each have a fixed human
nature What evidence can be produced
to support this claim"'
The biological and social sciences no
longer admit the existence of
unchangeably fixed entities that
determine given characteristics, such
~as those ascribed to women. Jews, or

'.Negroes
;.

The fact is that every human being
is a separate and unique individual II
it were true that all men exhibit "the
honor and dignity indigenous to their
sex. then according to your argument
it must also follow that all women are
- "dumb and brutish
However you have stated that 'by
and large the female portion of this
campus are dumb and brutish " By
and large'' does nol include ail
members of a group
THEREFORE,
your
entire
argument of male superiority and
female inferiority has absolutely no
basis in either fact or reason.
In asserting the supposed intellectual

superiority ol the male sex. why have
you failed to mention the lact that the
majority ol (he male students on
campus occupy their weekends not in
the pursuit ol knowledge, but instead in
Kettmg drunk''
What 1 am advocating is not
women s liberation, but human
liberation I have no desire to be
superior to men. all I want is a chance
to control my own destiny
Why should all the ideas, talents, and
skills ot the lemale population be
wasted by refusing to grant qualilied
females entrance into graduate schools
and the professions''
It is abundantly clear that no
sigmlicant improvement in the social
position of women can be made until
women everywhere come to realize
that they are not interior, that they are
not
"chicks", or
bunnies'. or
bitches' . and that they are neither
animals,
sexual objects, or
commodities
Marilyn L. Smith
228 Batchelder

HOWEVER. FOR those students
whose green-power is in question, the
activities within the International
Center are perhaps the possible
answer.
Be that as it may, but the
International Center with all its
functions is on the verge of collapse
There Is a lot of apathy feeding on
American students on campus
Coupled with this is the lack of
attention by this University.
At a time when international
understanding is a must for the
survival of mankind. BGSU has begun
sliding away from the principles of
universal education. The decrease in
foreign student enrollment ifrom 186
to 138 this year) in this University is
also the result of America's
unpredictable diplomatic arrogance
and militancy.
Discouraging too is the enormity of
the out-of state-fee that a foreign
student bleeds to pay every year, if not
every quarter. TJ» flagship. "The
International Cetfter". therefore, is not
even grounded any more but is sinking
slowly.

department
unfair

Within the last two months. Faculty Senate has approved
almost all of the major recommendations made in the final
report by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of Women,
including a resolution calling for equal treatment of male and
female faculty members in terms of hiring, promotions, salaries
and tenure.
Yet yesterday, in the wake of formal charges filed against the
University for allegedly discriminating against female faculty
members and students, the senate passed a resolution stating
that it has "in no way accepted the...report by the...committee
as having proven the existence of discriminatory policies or
practices" at the University.

..Black students cannot perceive
their education as a development but
only as an omnipresent evil that lends
itself to infinite self struggle The time
has come lor us to make our education
relevant so that our lives can acquire a
sense of viable, progressive direction
For anyone to ask that we remain
idle in discontent > rather than to
initiate changes I with this educational
-system, delivers the greatest affront to
our human dignity
It is nol only the Southern University
educational system that is under

But, unfortunately, the projection and
portraiture of those cultures or peoples
are often a blend of myth and reality made in Hollywood.
It is alto possible to assume that
American students could satisfy their
cultural curiosity by traveling overseas. But. that will take a well-to-do
and generous daddy or a good paying
summer job.

And instead of communicating, the
students receive, memorize and
repeat. This redundant process breeds
conformity and lends itself lo
suppression of mental growth and
creativity "
THE ABOVE paragraphs are
excerpts from a press statement delivered by black students of Southern
University's campus in New Orleans
iSUNOt. in theStateof Louisiana.
The statement gives accurate insight
into the struggles of black students
everywhere on every college campus
in the U.S.; this even applies to us here
at BG who seem to think and reflect on
the outside world as some far, too far,
detachment of reality
The same set of realities that lorced
the situation there in Baton Houge,
are here at BG and we all. black and
white, must at our "own" levels
seek lo alleviate those dangerous
elements of our problemed
environment.
We must deal from this point,
accepting our setting as a reality bul
one subject still to change

situation and where we will go from
here, this is to say when talk comes to
an end and the implementing of change
begins It is up to us all to be about
getting this change
WE MARCHED IN silence, a
moratorium, in the memory of our two
dead brothers. Think a little deeper in
the same thought of those brothers,
shouldn't we seek to make them the
last?
Understanding that's what the
brothers would have you do for their
lives were taken while in the process of
doing then, what we should now be
about finishing for them, for us. for
each other for we are all one of the
same.
We. speaking totally collectively of
all BG's family elements, will not
allow this to happen In the Amam a
mere sign stands in memory and
tribute to the two fallen brothers, this
is not enough.

ALLOWING FOR A change that
permits the furthering of all our
cultures, not attempting to say that one
should be dominant over the other and
that we i people of color i will not allow
our culture to be castrated and coopted either, understand this

Each individual should erect a
monument in his or her mind of a
positive conviction, to
strive
individually, collectively and in what
ever way necessary to help BG and
America save itself from an
eventuality. iNote: there is nothing
here to keep what happened at
Southern from happening here or in
your own community where you come
from. I

Has there been change since Jackson
State' No! Has there been change
since Kent"' No' Will there be change
at Southern U" MAYBE!
Will we here not recognize that a
situation exists that is so paramount in
its nature to deal with solving any less
truthfully, realistically and honestly
than necessary would only further us
towards another Southern U situation!
We can avert what has happened in
the past by removing our blindness so
as to enable us to see a total picture
We must realize our present

WE WILL NOT allow BG to become
a microcosmic community mirror,
reflecting the insanity of this country.
To continue to mold our minds as
storage systems filled with miseducation of self and a valuelessness of
a system created without any thought
of furthering human dignity.
We now see where the situation has
led us: we must now strive to reverse
this so that we lead the situation, and it
doesn't happen here.
It's already underway, with guns,
more police, removal of restricted

If the black family (faculty, staff,
administrators,
graduates.
undergrads. etc.. etc.! don't use
Southern University as the motive to
move, to struggle, to do and to ask for
change then we. the rest, will struggle
without you few

Articles about the women's swim
team constantly appear in The
i Toledo I Blade but do not seem to be
viable news to The BG News sports
editors.
1 protest this unfair treatment by the
sports editors and feel it is about time
they recognize women's sports as
worthy news. Ortlip and his associates
should realize they are sports editors
not men's sports editors

.
Bill Jones
107 Rogers

Valerie L. Newell
co-captain women's swim telm

areas, accessibility to campus by all
police.
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Ohio lottery: too big a gamble ?
By Dceay Law
Staff Reporter
f^^

Riding
fhe roof
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In the face of rising state
and local taxes, eight states
in the last four years have
adopted lottery systems in
order to raise additional
revenue.
According to The New
York Times. New Jersey,
which has what has been
termed the most successful
system, has received 26 inquiries from states interested in the operation and
successor its system.
IN OHIO, a lottery proposal has left a state House
committee and is due for
discussion next week on the
floor
In a 30-minute taped interview at WBGU-TV Monday
night. Sen. Ronald Mottl iDParma >, one of the principal
backers of the lottery proposal, cited three reasons
for establishing a lottery
system in Ohio I'e said:
-The lottery would raise
as much as (100 million in
additional revenue;
-It would "keep Ohioans'
money here in Ohio." l.'e
said Ohio's citizens now
have "a lot of money" tied,
up in other state's lotteries;
-It would put "a substantial dent" in the numbers
racket.
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Saigon must sign pact
to end guerrilla fighting
"Listen regularly to both
friendly and enemy broadcasts." these documents
advise the Viet Cong. "If the
Americans announce ceasefire and the puppet government does not. friendly
forces are to continue
fighting"

SAIGON (API-Viet Cong
main force and guerrila
units are under orders to
continue fighting if the
United States signs a
separate cease-fire agreement with Hanoi and the
Saigon government refuses
to go along, captured documents show

THE

DOCUMENTS,

Overseas message
A program to allow families to record a tape of their
voices and send it to relatives overseas will be offered from
2-5 p.m. tomorrow by the Wood County Red Cross.
Transportation information will be provided by the Red
. Cross.
The program is designed primarily for families with rela. tives in the service overseas and those with sons or
daughters studying overseas

picked up in the past two
weeks, were issued after
Oct. 31. the date Hanoi still
insists President Nixon had
originally agreed to for the
signing of a cease-fire
agreement
They consist of orders to
and notebooks kept by political cadre containing indoctrination lessons for a ceasefire in the Saigon area.

Sen Howard Cook (RToledo). also participating
in the program, disagreed
"The state is already in
sound financial shape," he
said. Because the personal
income tax has been passed
and the budget is in "good
shape." a lottery system is
not needed, he said.
"WHEN YOU GET
something that produces
that many millions of
dollars, someone is going to
get their hand in the till
somewhere along the line."
Cook said.
He said a lottery system
would give "opportunities
for buy-offs of elected officials "
"Ohio doesn't need an
image of producing its

money out of gambling profits." he said.
Cook said most of the
people buying tickets in the
New Jersey lottery have
been low to middle income
earners, and these are the
people who cannot afford to
lose any money.
"There's been no evidence
to substantiate charges that
this is a poor man's game."
Mottl countered. "This
crosses all economical and
social lines-you'll have
people from all walks of life
playing the lottery.
"Even it poor people do
play the lottery, I know
they're playing the numbers
game, too."
MOTTL CITED a statistic
from President Nixon's

IF A LOTTERY were
established now, he said,
that money could be kept in
state, and people from
neighboring
states,
including Indiana, West
Virginia and Kentucky,
could participate in Ohio's
lottery.

"It's immoral for us to
bury our head in the sand, so
to speak, and allow illegal
gambling activities to
corrupt policemen and
politicians," Mottl said.
"If they're going to exist,
then the state should get into
the gambling business and
get our fair share "
Mottl said Ohioans will
spend $10 million on other
stales' lotteries in the next
calendar year.

"It gnaws my insides to
see citizens of Ohio playing
the lotteries of the sister
states." he said

Syrian alert
BEIRUT! API - Syria has canceled
military leaves and ordered an alert
in expectation of a massive Israeli
attack within the next two days, the
Beirut newspaper An Nahar said
yesterday
The paper said that, according to
Palestinian sources, the Israeli
target would be new Soviet SAM6
antiaircraft missiles which An Nahar
said were delivered after President
Hafez Assad of Syria made a secret.
48-hour visit to Moscow two weeks
ago

WASHINGTON I API -On a 6-3 vote
the Supreme Court ruled yesterday
that the states can shut down bars
that feature nude dancers and other

WASHINGTON (AP) ■
President Nixon promoted
Undersecretary of Commerce James T. Lynn to
secretary of Housing and
Urban Development yesterday while sources reported
that Commerce Secretary
Peter G. Peterson would be
shifted to a new post as
overseer of international

economic policy.

Nixon announced also that
Secretary of Interior Rogers
C. B. Morton will remain in
his second-term Cabinet
Morton, a former Maryland
congressman and national
Republican chairman, joins
Secretary of State William
P. Rogers and Treasury

wot

CAMPUS NIGHT

"bacchanalian revelries."
Justice William H. Rehnquist, in a
sexually explicit majority opinion,
said the First Amendment freedom
does not go beyond books and movies
to "gross sexuality" in public

ITT denial
NEW YORK (API - International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp (ITTl
denied yesterday charges by President Salvador Allende of Chile that it
attempted to bring about civil war in
his nation
"ITT has never intervened or interfered in the internal affairs of Chile in
any way," a spokesman said. He
added that the corporation had never
taken any such action "nor are there
any facts to support such a charge.''
Allende. who is a Marxist, made
the charges in a speech Monday to the
U.N. General Assembly.

Peterson as
secretary.

The Washington Post and
The New York Times,
meanwhile, reported that
South Carolina textile manufacturer Frederick B. Dent
is being considered for
nomination to succeed

WHITE HOUSE press
secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
would not comment on the
reported Commerce department switch, but said
further announcements on
second-term Cabinet shifts

Bed.
Bed.
Bed.
Bed.

Furnished
S145.00/mo.
Furnished (2 people)
SWO.OO/mo.
Furnished (3 people)
S185.00/mo.
2 Beth Furnished (4 people)
S200.00/mo.
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THE BG STUDENT
CO-OP IS NOW OPEN

Open 9-5 Mon thiuFii. Sat 10-3
& ThWs, Nights Till 9:00 P.M

TUBS.

PHONE 352-9135

DRESS SHIRTS

Hours: Wednesdays 12-4
till Wed.. Dec. 13.
Location: 100, Cent rex Bldg.
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Congratulations To The
New Officers of Phi Mu

- FREE COFFEE & COOKIES
"You may bring in your books
anytime and look over what

NOW
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Recording Secretary - Judy Stevens
Treasurer - Kathy Pratt
Steward - Susie Hoover
Rush Chairman • Dixie Jackson
Asst. Rush Chairman - Jody Schmidt
Phi Director - Kathy Snowden
Asst. Phi Director ■ Peggy Otten
Panhel Representatives ■ Patti Robertson
Kathie Fisher
Social Chairman - Jerri Sanderson
House Chairman • Kathie Fisher
Rush Counselors - Debbie Graf
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we have so far."
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U.A.O. CAMPUS FLICKS
Fri. - Dec. 8

Sat.-Dec. 9

Monkey Business

Dustin Hoffman starts
in • Who is Harry
MHfMi and why is
ht sayng those hornkte things about M?

6:00 and 9:15

Horn feathers
7:30 and 10:45

And Thank You
To The Old Officers
For A Job Well Done

could come today.
Besides
the
top
Commerce department post,
the President's intentions
are yet to be announced on
three Cabinet positionsattorney general, Agriculture secretary and
Transportation secretary.

GIVE USA CALL

400 Napoleon Rd.

ENTIRE STOCK

NOW

Commerce

DOMINO'S WILL BE
OPEN 'TILL 2 A.M.
DURING FINAL WEEK

1
- 14

British regret
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (API
- The British army said yesterday its
troops may have killed an innocent
civilian and wounded another in the
mistaken belief they were guerrila
snipers.
An army spokesman said: "If these
men were, as we now believe,
innocent civilians, then the army
expresses its deepest regret at their
death and injury."

Secretary George Shultz as
Cabinet holdovers.

OFFICE AT WINTHR0P SOUTH

- OPEN TONIGHT TILL 10:00 -

Reg. 7

KANSAS CITY (API - Former
President Harry S. Truman was
admitted to Research Medical Center
yesterday afternoon with what was
described as pulmonary congestion.
His condition was reported as fair
by a hospital spokesman
"No tests or treatments other than
continued antibiotics were planned
for last night. The next press conference will be at 10:30 a m today."

WINTHR0P TERRACE
North & South
1
2
2
2

THE DEN
00

Truman illness

Has A Roof For Your Head

AT

00

The interview will be
aired this Friday at 8 p.m.

Lynn named HUD secretary

Other documents picked
up in the same period indicate the Communists are
planning a noisy, violence-strewn reception for a
cease-fire in Saigon, Da
Nang and some of the other
big urban areas, where they
never have had firm control.
"Stir up violence among
high school and university
students," party cadre in

Jeans And Slacks

I'e said since 85 per cent
of the people in the United
States have an inclination to
gamble, "the state should
get this money, not the gamblers and the book makers."

newsnoTes

Sex in public

Saigon are advised. "Form
movements to protect draft
dodgers and disobey laws.
Seiie control of the central
areas, especially the
laborers' quarters."

Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, which
staled that illegal gambling
is a $50 billion-a-year business
l.'e said Ohio has its "fair
share of these illegal activities."
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Apollo era almost over
ByPealReecr
AT Aerataacc Writer

'SPACE

CENTER.

Houston (API • With the
Cape Kennedy crew it bat.
(be men of Mission Control
In Texas play a waiting
game. Excitement reigns,
but underneath there's
awareness that an era is
coming to an end.
The last flight of Apollo
has come to the Manned
Spacecraft Center iMSCI A
shifting mood hangs in the
air. It is sweet and bitter,
joyous and sad.
The landscaped grounds of
MSC. called "the campus.''
and the spare, stark black
and white building vibrate
with the pre-mission excitement of Apollo's last hurrah
CREW-CUT, conservatively suited executives
stride
briskly
about,
carrying bloated briefcases
and wearing gaudy Apollo 17
badges. Secretaries, loaded
down with documents, hurry
from office to office.
The engineer-technician
artist who feed numbers into
$100 million computers and
read the results as success
or failure-are ready for
their last lunar performance. A few move into the

dormitory-like sleep area
next to the control center.
Mission Control. the nerve
center of all US manned
space flights, stands at ease,
humming away with its
quiet efficiency, waiting for
that moment tonight when
again it guides three men a
quarter of a million miles
through space to the moon.
"HOUSTON IS now controlling," a voice will say
shortly after Apollo 17 lifts
from Cape Kennedy and the
men of Mission Control will
again be in action.
The surrounding area,
which boomed on space
money, also waits.
No crowds gather There
is no silver-smooth rocket
ready for a spectacular
show Skeleton news crews
have arrived to prepare for
the days to come
Motels and hotels which
lino the wide NASA Boulevard across from the Space
Center complex have been
booked weeks in advance.
Staffs there also wait for the
coming buzz of activity.
"Couple of days and it will
be humming." said a
barman at a near empty
motel club on Monday night
BUT UNDERNEATH, the

Seminar to focus
on environment
An environmental education seminar, a new
course focusing on the
meaning, approach and
techniques of teaching about
the environment, will be
offered winter quarter.
Faculty members of the
College of Education will
team-teach the course
It will feature guest
lectures by Dr William B
Stapp,
environmental
educator from the University of Michigan, and Gene

Knight, supervisor of
environmental education for
the Ohio Department of
(education.
Discussion topics will
include present environmental concerns, the impact
of values and life styles on
environmental attitudes and
techniques of environmental
education
The course is offered for
both graduate and undergraduate students.

Mission men know it's the
end of their work on a
challenge that began in the
early 1960s
Officials lake the hopeful
approach when asked about
the fading space program
Its
really
the
beginning." they say, citing
the motto of the Apollo 17
mission. They point to the
space shuttle and wonders
yet to come

Outdoor group
slates activities
Outdoors Unlimited, a
recently organized student
group,
brings
together
students who have one
common interest-they are
all outdoor enthusiasts.
Since the club's beginning
in October, members have
bicycled to Maumee and
Pemberville and hiked to a
youth
hostel
on
Wintergarden Road during a
rainstorm.
"We do go out in rain, and
we will go out in all
weather." said Jeff Budd,
junior (Ed.) and founder of
the organization
PLANS FOR winter
should include bicycling,
sledding,
skiing,
and
camping, Budd said. A
bicycle trip, canoe trip and a
back-packing hike are
planned for spring break.
Budd said Outdoors
Unlimited is working to
obtain recognition as a
campus organization. "The
constitution has already
been drawn up." he said
Budd said one advantage
to being a campus club is
that University funds may
then be contributed to the
organization.
The group's next meeting
will be at 8 p.m. Jan. 9 in the

DOMINO'S DORM
SPECIAL!
Well Pizza Lovers, Its
been a great Quarter
So Here are the final

DOMINO DOLLARS
The WEDNESDAY DOLLAR is
Good off campus only.
Thursday is good in Harshman,
New Fraternity Row and Conklin.
Fridays is for Prout or MacDonald East and West.
Saturday the Girls of Founders
and Sorority Houses get to use
their coupons. Clip your coupons
out now.
P.S. Best of Luck on Finals!
For help call

DOMINO'S

But the workers are more
open.
"I know in my mind it's
the last one, but I really hate
to think about it." said one.
"I want to enjoy this one and
worry about tomorrow when
it's all over."
And from another: "I've
spent 10 years working to
get Apollo up and back
home It's hard to believe
that it'll be all over soon."

352-5221

Wayne Room.
Union.
Meetings are held bimonthly.
For further information
call 372-0102 between noon
and 1 p.m. Monday through
Friday

Another
Bobby
Fischer?

Fiv. yam-old Robert U Dime concentrates on a
Shelby Lyman Chos* Inttitui. in New York, where he h receding imfrvcHen kn
the ancient game. Maybe seme day he'll M lobby Hefner's ihmT

City utilities to purchase land
Mayor Charles Bartlett
announced plans at Monday
night's city council meeting
to purchase 20 acres of land
to house a city utilities
service building and warehouse.
The land, owned by the I!.
J. I.'einz Company, is
located on East Poe Road
near the Penn Central Rail-

road tracks and is priced at
J6.000 per acre.
Mayor Bartlett said the
board of public utilities has
agreed to pay 80 per cent of
the cost with the city
covering the remaining 20
percent.
"THIS te-acre purchase
will consolidate in one loca-

HEW grants to aid
counselor training
The
University's
department of education has
been awarded 164.468 by the
United States Department of
Health. Education and Welfare (PEW) to train
rehabilitation counselors.
The graduate program is
designed to teach students
methods for rehabilitating
persons unable to find work.
Dr. Darrell Minifie. professor of education and
director of the project, said

the rehabilitation counseling
would
involve
disabled
veterans, drug addicts,
alcoholics and others unable
to find employment.
The
grant
provides
scholarships for 17 ol the 80
participants in the program
tad includes tuition, fees
and stipends
The HEW grant brings to
$405,184 the total amount of
federal funds allocated to
the project since 1967.

tion the fragmented sewer,
water, electrical and street
departments,''
Mayor
Bartlett said
Councilman
Thomas
Carroll questioned the
project because $12,000
earmarked for renovating
the city park rest rooms
would be transferred to the
land purchase fund
"It looks to me that it is
likely our mayor is changing
priorities, if he is taking
money to be used for restroom renovations." Carroll
said
Mayor Bartlett assured
Carroll that rest rooms and
other city park improvements would be finished by
the beginning of the
summer.
CARROLL asked
the
mayor for a copy of the
city's engineering debts lo
give "council a view of
where you (city administration l stand engineeringwise."

Brothers of Phi Delta Theta
Congratulations On Your Fall
Sports Achievement

1st HOCKEY
1st SOCCER
2nd FOOTBALL

2nd WRESTLING
2nd TENNIS
8th CROSS COUNTRY

Great Job!! Lets Keep Building
On Our 10 Point All Sports Lead
Phi Delta Theta Pledges and Lit' Sisses

HCAVV
"McDonald's Quarter-Pounder Or Quarter-Pounder
with Cheese. Jusl right tor a heavy appetite."

IYS

■McDonai

Wesley
Hoffman, city
safety-service
director,
asked council to publicize an
ordinance which required all
property owners to clear
their sidewalks of ice and
snow within 12 hours of a
snowfall.
Failure to remove the
snow will result in an order
to the city maintenance
crews to remove the snow at
the property
owner's
expense.

IN OTHER action, city
council:
-Authorized the safetyservice director to buy a fire
pumper.
-Authorized a transfer of
lunds in the city accounts
-(iranted permission for
the city to be included in a
federal-aid program for primary highway system
improvements.

Elsass to address
graduates Dec. 15
Fall quarter commencement ceremonies will be at 10:15
a.m. Friday. Dec. 15. in the Grand Ballroom. Union
University President Hollis A. Moore Jr will preside Dr.
David G. F.lsass. dean of the College of Education, will
address the graduates and guests
Candidates not planning to attend commencement should
notify their college deans before Friday.
Tickets will not be required for guests.
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates during the month
after commencement. Teaching certificates will be
forwarded from the state department of education.
Candidates with questions about graduation may contact
Magdelena Baker. Office of the Registrar. 372-2006

E

risis Phone

352-PLUS

Fantastic Savings For Students Only
In appreciation lor your shopping at Varan's

UMQUE OFTS FROM MOUND THE WORLD
WED, THURS, FRI. and SAT. - SALE

10%
OFF
15%
20%
25%
30%

Tapestries - large and small from Italy,
France, Lebanon, Spain. Tea sets, Wedding bands, Mother's Rings - 10 different designs.

OFF Clocks
OFF Turkish and Spanish Jewelry
OFF Oxidized brass from India
OFF Swedish hand-blown glass
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COLE SLAW
BAKED BEANS
TAHITIAN SALAD
PIMENTO CHEESE SPREAD
HAM SALAD
CRANBERRY SALAD
POTATO SALAD

BARBECUED SPARERIBS
BARBECUED CHICKEN
BAKED NAM
BOILED HAM
KOSHER CORNED BEEF
GENOA SALAMI
KOSHER PASTRAMI
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Peace delegates resume talks
alternately
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STOP IN OR MAIL A CHECK
FOR $1.00 -$4.95
WE WILL MAIL THE GIFT CERTIFICATE TO YOU
FREE 0EUVERV

OPEN 5 P.M. -1 A.M. DAILY

School

352 5166
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NO ONE UNDER U ADMITTED'
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HiHiiinfc horn.
H H , of a sort.
Star in (»emint.
Red »in.Old-fashioned
I.holo.
■ i v■ -t■" in I • ■>
Soldier ..( 1862:
Colloq.
Hiatorir illy of
\ I.I Minor.
Missile hmi-init
Cupid.
Number I of
house, room, etc)
Fr.

2.*. Siorkina. -.
26 Waterway.
28 Can of food, in
Soho.
29 Grand
11 Caught in a web.
n Tool of the
devil.
M Highway
intersection.

41 fastener of a
lype.

Bob Sa*r<*w< G'nt/pAHMH

iS Headless, in
heraldry.
•6 I'rompter'a
reminder.
47 Rowboat's thole.
50 Old-time oath.
51 Paris landing
Clare,
ollytoood name
55 Gorilla.

Marjoe Is both electrifying pop
art and savage sociology,
razzle-dazzle feature.
-B'uct Wiitiam$on. Playboy

One of the most extraordl
and compelling non-flctl
movies ever made.

Hasa

—Hmnn Sancton. WABCTV

Move over Mick Jigger.
1

—t*»o L*/man. Mademoiselle

DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES,

NODOZ
15 Tablets
Safe as Coffee
Rtg.6*
Everyday Low Price 63'

CINEMA 1
SAT I SUN MATINEE 2PM ONIV
All SEATS SI 00

DEC 91 10

"WILLY WONKA & THE
CHOCOLATE FACTORY"
G

TECHNICOLOR

HURRAH!
WE FINALLY FOUND OUR PRINTS

WE WILL HAVE OUR
MIDNITE SHOW SAT, DEC 9

NOW 49*
GRAY's
LIP BALM
tor chapped lips
Re*,29-

NOW 19'

ALL SEATS - $2.00
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MARIJUANA

WEED FROM THE DEVILS GARDEN'.
HI. I'll
HOOP

J&JBABY
SHAMPOO
7 ounce bottle
Rtg. '1.29
Everyday Low
Price 95-

SPECIALS AVAIIABIE AT
STADIUM PIA7A
STORE ONIV

161IE. W00STERST.
PHONE 312-7241

56 City in Israel.
58 Hul or tent.

NOW 29*

Woawoliy Dec. 6. wn

CUPID'S QUIVER
Reg. '3.50
Everyday Low
Price'3.19

$ 59

NOW 2

for feminine hygiene or
enema.
Reg-'1.99

EXCEDMN

PEARL DROPS
TOOTH POLISH
NEW spearmint flavor
Everyday Low
Price '1.39

Inter-Varsity Christian Kellowship. t 15pm. Prout Chapel
Everyone welcome
Ski Club. 6 30pm. I IS Education Bld| Everyone welcome
Bowling Green School ol Sell Defense. 6-9pm. 2011'aycs
Collegiate DECA, 7pm. 218 I'ayes Call
meeting (or next quarter's activities

SINISTCR

r» A KE L'O A V ESC A
CAS'SESCV \J

BAN ROLL-ON
Aim-PERSPIRANT

mat
XAFTAJM
MARVEL'

contains no
he*«chlwophene
Reg. '1.74
Everyday Low
Price'1.36

Tilt WORLD'S flNST
HALLUCINATION FILM

NOW sl°»

BOA CS CE AEE2
\«T,.",\4.. - SH ,SA\ ■

Organizational

Student International Meditation Society. 7pm. 103
Business Bldg. Advanced lecture lor those practicing
transcendental meditation

SiTllAi
li Green monkey.
48 Verona's river.
10 Famous name in
India.
52 New Englandar
for short
51 I' 1 eel in ti
,
57 — Miii- (woe to
the conquered».
50 USMA grads

Student Education Association. 7 30-8 30pm. River Room.
Union Foreign education systems will be discussed
LOST
LOSTLt blue wool hat. Fri
nite between Kreischer ft
Ice Arena
Call 2-1471
REWARD
Lost Monday, pr brownframed glasses in vicinity
Payes Call Rick 372 5243
RIDES
Two girls desperately need
ride to Cinci Friday and
back to BG Sunday Will
pay. Call 1-5004
Riders need to upstate NY.
Leaving Sun 10th 371-4147

NOW991
ELECTRA
AM RADIO
portable-solid state
Reg. '3.99

N0W'2»

flrfcas Effective Through Sunday, Dec. 10

Wanted
waitress and or
delivery men
Apply in
person
1004
S
Main
Pagliais
COLLEGE STUDENTS need money'' Montgomery
Ward ft Co
requires
progressive sales people on
the campus Work your own
hours Obtain commission
on over 130.000 items Apply
at Montgomery Ward Co 171
S Mam. Bowling Green Ask
lor Lois Kazalia
Bartenders, waitresses ft
waiters needed. Apply in
person Bachelors III 893 S.
Maul after 7pm

l'ave a coffee and donut
break with us 7-9pm Shop
lor your Christmas gifts
with us everyday VATAN S
10* N Main
Join us' Come to the French
Club's Christmas Fondue
Party. Thurs. Dec. 7 at
7:30pm at the French Pouse
Open
to the
public
Entertainment
refreshments. Non-members SOe
SC.E.C. sponsoring Flea
Market. Feb 3. anyone may
sell
Arts. Crafts, etc.
t5 table call Gail 372-3*15

KinkHats. 7pm. 212 Payes Pall

PELP WANTED

NOW 64'

common

mm, 10 PREVIOUS MIZZlt

CUR TIJA 5
A j-auMs.

LASALLE'S
"Colle|r
NighC ■ Sec Thursday ! BG
News (or complete details

Jewish Students, eat and chat 7pm. Union Nest
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Champagne, Raspberry, Jasmine, or Orange Blossom
douche.

toy*

• Crnp

one pint
Reg. 39-

NOW 99*

Raj. SO1
Everyday Low
Price 74'

and

GRAY'S RUBBING
ALCOHOL

NOW 79'
36 tablets

puppets

course concerned with teaching children to coordinate hand

60 Mr
li- ol
printed mailer.
61 Gives a apeerh.
62 Form of
Iripnhootina;.
63 Cavell, for MM.
DOWN
1 Type ol rand).
2 In the preceding
month: Ahbr
3 Author Miimi
4 I rM.ni. '• aleulli.
."• Carrie* mil.
6 Door, of a kind.
7 Weather fnrerast.
H DiiMei.
'' ll.'DOir *li u. k hy
Ulysses.
10 l.OlliniHIlU -I.llr
bird.
11 Vendor of
nursery rhvme.
13 University in III
Down.
14 Copy in outline.
16 Comalike sleep.
10 Halfway between
bow and tlern.
22 Farm In Mexico.
24 Strong sedative.
27 Tex a* border
rily.
30 Compose.
32 Cuban Foreign
Affairs minister,
33 Distress signal.
35 Mr. Crusoe.
36 Nerkwear.
37 Mountain
.
38 Vine-eovered
bower.
10 Heir.
11 Publir store,
houses.
12 Feast of the
Passover.

13 I i-i Indian
violin.

A D00ZEY, HALLELUJAH

making

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

.1*) Unfriendly one*.

2. 3 35. 5 20. 7 30 9 30

in

houtohold items. Tho protect ia part ol a special odutMlow

movement!

.16 Gibson of tennin.
NOW

student*

District, she said

ACROSS

federal

was appropriated

Local

Claudia Rather, junior (Id.), assets two special education

Just
helping

department of education to

school reading programs.
Nearly

County

said

be offered by the University

travels to McConnelsville in
in

Shoemaker

follow-up consultantship will

Shoemaker, a specialist in

7 Iff RIBALD /AIIS Of

R0B/N HOOD

ject,

mitted" to the project.

Shoemaker,

Buy a Pisanello's Pizza
GIFT CERTIFICATE
Wh*&.», H^mJ „ SherwoodFore.il I

agreement is signed.

the

Morgan

5 30. 9 35 ONIV

an

County h'igh School don't go

Marjorie

located in the Appalachian

SAI A SUN

be

whether

by

the students' reading rate.

9 40 ONLY

of

through a workshop taught

I OUTMCEOOS! AUDACIOUS! SAUCI00I'

PIUS En

Christmas
would

teachers are "totally com-

problems
SAT « SUN

will

the

This

there because 90 per cent of

students

i 30 ONI*

it

for

reading skills be improved

improve

reading

techniques,

tvi

before

she

especially

secondary education reading

NOW

Vietnamese

release some American pri-

their

to

instructor in education.

SUNDAY-OPENING TH.3PM

its

skills

learning
pupils'

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITEII.M - ID'S REQUIRED!

North

that

they

Reading workshop aids
teachers in Appalachia
southeastern

Officials

reached between the negotiators

its

forces from the South. They

House,

accor-

withdraw

almost simultaneously with

said.

in

to

admitted

said

believe North Vietnam will

South Vietnam insists on an

secretary Ronald L Ziegler

agreement

NORTH VIETNAM has

are

pledge

after-

rendezvous remained undis-

an

Tho

and South Viet-

sources

shortly

then

closed. It will be selected by
with

and

Both US
namese

and

between Paris and the White

Americans

Kissinger

gesture.

forces are in South Vietnam.

During

today's

said

sign a cease-fire.

never

had been announced by the
for

Viet-

public

ment in which Hanoi would

cable

site

South

officials

the

working on a secret agree-

this

tion of the meeting, which
White House on Monday

Saigon,

namese

into

confirmed

today.

No reason was given by

the

agreement as a face-saving

meeting was off. The U.S.

either side for the cancella-

dance

written

delegation

a

talks today

The

maintained their tight news
blackout.
In

THE NORTH Vietnamese

was mysteriously canceled

tiators

the

Kissinger and Le

Due Tho of North Vietnam

namese

picks

meeting place.

between

Pelp needed in stable
352-7513 after 5

Ph

SERVICES OFFERF.D
TYPING 24 hr service 75c
a page 352-1963
PERSONALS
COMING
TPIS
WEEK'
Lasalle s College Night' See Thursday's BG News for
complete details
CPRtSTMASSALElO'. off
The Working Pand Craft
Center 515 Conneaut
Pummel music boxes, cut
glass. Opal. Jade. Tiger
Eyes ft all other jewels, at
VATANSI09N Main
Watch cleaning, repairing at
the Working Pand Craft
Center. 515 Conneaut 353-

■a

Wanted • someone to lake
and or keep dog 352-7*93

with covers Tom SS2-SI17

call au«m

For sale Vox bass guitar
CallAleiBI-MB

One male roommate needed
wlr spr Pawn Pouse. Call
352-0735

Fender bassman amp. JBL15s cheap Randy 352-M91
Male Rat Terrier i|13i 2 yrs
old. all
shots,
good
watchdog
Need
home
w fence Call 354 2302
For sale: Sogo 6-string
invloni guitar and case 135
Susie 3M-M3
Two new snow tires 11178-141
cheap. Stew Gordon 372-2301
Armstrong Pentage
like new UTS 353-1524

flute

Needed
lor! people to
sublease apt
from JanJune Close to campus. Call
35I-7BJ7

F rmte needed Own room
(55 mo 3S2-45U
Rm. for rent wtr ft spr.
$•0 mo near campus Call
354-14*5 Jerry
Apartment at Greenview to
sublease Am leaving school
so will give a great deal
including a full size water
bed Call 2-5507

Like to ski or want to learn''
Do it at "hi" and S Mich s
best and closest to B.G
Valley
Pigh
at
Bellefonlaine. Ohio Want
more into" Call 353-6814

71 Buddy mobile home El
Kind 3 bdrm. living rm.
with 4x8 tip out. kit built
ins Skirling finish in well
managed
Weston
Court.
Must sell 14500 call 352-8*85

To the
"Peyton Place'
gang. RABNl'D 4. and all
our other friends: it was
early, but it was super
great. Thanks to you all Ras
ft Schwartxie

'67 Triumph 2000 auto 1750
Call 655-2*93 local

68 VW beige excellent cond
Call 352-5789

Sparkle. Polly ft Pie: It was
nice for a FREE meal'

One male to move in house
Own room 850 a month. Call
354-2001

Need one M to share apt.
M5 mo Call 351-7741 pool
rights

I bedroom apart for rent
8150 monthly
furnished
Lawnview Apart
619 S.
College Dr.

NEED fm rmt to snare an
apt with
3 girls ai
Greenview 847.mo include.
utilities Call 351-7411

Need girl for large 2 bdrm
apt. Near campus 351-7365

Need 1 male to
Cherry PUT Apt 352*244 ol
711 Pigh SI Apt 84

F rmte wtr qlr. 7 rm apt.
call 352-4273

F. rm. needed W ft Sp. Call
352 73*8

Terry-One again your proud
little says Congrats
I'oney
Maybe apart for
Christmas but what a New
Years we're gonna have
Loveya I'D

SNAKES you guys really
rale as skating males' Let s
hokey pokey again' The DZs

Apt to sublet - Winter and
Spring Qi 8100 mo Call 3515029

NEEDED 1 Imle to share
apt. I'mv Village call 352
9330
Male roommate needed $40 month ft share utilities ■
352-56*2 after 4pm
One bedroom fum. apt on
First St. 1125 mo Call 3526301

F rmte. 2-woman apt Own
room 352-7*16

Newly remodeled house ir
B.G !'■ bath Lr ft dr. tM
basement $250 mo Depottl
required. Dec occup 3)4
1472 or 354-9603

Panasonic 8-track stereo
tape deck Tom 352-5917

F.
roommate
needed
wtr spr. 870 mo. own room
Jane 352-7120

Apartments
2 bedroom
furnished and unfurnished
available Jan I 352-1971 '

Golf clubs, bag and mite,
equip Exeell cond $45 Call
Randy 372-1451

I or 2 f. rmtes needed tor
wtr spr qtrs Pouse on E.
Merry Ave Call 352-4235

Fum 3 bdrm mobile home
Jerry City $130 mo rAI
utilities Ph 154 2961 Cal
after torn

5 pweeSlmgerlanddrum set

I Im rail

Coming this week' Lasalle s
COLLEGE NIGI'T - see
Thursdays BG News for
complete details
FOR SALE OR RENT

CUSTOM RINGS in GOLD
or SILVER bv PPILIP
MORTON
at
THE
WORKING PAND CRAFT
CENTER
515
Conneaut
Easy parking 353-9*12

Coming

Thii

W**kl

wtr see
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Concert in perspective

Denver well-received

Review wy
David Fa»dray

■

Looking like that kid in
your seventh grade math
class who always managed
to convince the teacher that
someone must have taken
the book with his homework
in it, John Denver led his
audience at Anderson Arena
last Sunday evening into a
quiet world of his own.
This world was a pleasant
one, with quiet music, gentle
emotions, and light-hearted
joking. Denver himself
described it well when he
returned for an encore and
said, "It's awful warm and
friendly inhere."
Denver had no trouble
winning the audience. His
good-natured humor and
gentle songs capitalised on
the good mood present in the
crowd even before the show
started

l>

His act was a carefully
balanced selection of his
own best ballads and songs
by other artists that fit his
style so well, they seemed to
be his own
Between songs. Denver
built his rapport with the
audience by talking about
Bowling Green, giving a
spoof on country and
western music, juggling,
and saying whatever happened to be passing through
his mind.
He encouraged the crowd
to sing along, and they
gladly complied. "Today"
and "Jet Plane" drew the
greatest response, but a
murmur of accompaniment
could be heard during each
of his songs.
APPLAUSE was lavished
on Denver. Nearly every

statement drew a happy
response from the audience.
Even when he said. "I wrote
this song on a camping
trip." during his introduction to "Rocky Mountain
High." the Bowling Green
audience clapped and
shouted its approval.
Denver's music was
simple and to the point. It
was built on simple
melodies and nostalgic
lyrics that never seemed
forced in their imagery or
rhymes.
His songs never made the
pretense of taking a profound pholosophical stand.
Even his inclusion of Tom
Paxton's
"Jimmy
Newman." an anti-war
song, spoke on a simple,
personal level. The experiences he sang of could easily
be shared by every listener

A surprisingly good public
address system carried
Denver's strong, clear voice
and concise guitar picking
throughout the gymnasium
His musical ability could not
Defaulted.
Although his voice overshadowed his instrumental
work, he displayed considerable sensitivity to his
guitar. A simply chorded 12string enhanced the intimate
ballads, while a six-string on
which Denver showed some
fine finger-picking, worked
behind his lighter songs
An important part of
Denver's sound was his bass
player, Dick Kniss. Never
emerging from the background. Kniss gave each
song a fullness and fluidity
that would not have been
possible with Denver's unaccompanied guitar.

Kniss' fingers were themselves a show as they moved
expertly over the length of
his double bass.
DENVER did. at times,
come on as a "sweeter than
thou' crowd pleaser. His
sing-along "Silent Night."
which he did for an encore,
almost floundered in selfindulgence
Almost but it did work.
John Denver was just too
sincere to let that song be
anything but an inspiration.
As with all of his songs, the
naivete was not embarassing. but a source of
strength.
His simple approach to the
life around him seemed to
be the only approach..at
least it couldn't be wrong for
a couple of friendly hours on
a cold BG evening.

The performer as person

[

By Patty Bailey
Entertainment Editor

'Country
Road'

Using musk as his mean* of communication, John Denver lad
his audience down country roads to his homo stato of
Colorado Sunday night in Anderson Arena. The concert was
sponsored by Cultural boost, Student Activities, and the
Student Body Organisation.

Not just any performer
could return to the stage
after a successful concert
and do Silent Night," for
an encore, much less get the
audience to sing along and
continue singing when he
himself stopped and stepped
away from the microphone.
Not just anyone could do it
without it being trite, not

'S/acfe Alive I'-sort of
Review by
Frank Johnsoa
| "Slade" is the number one
group in England
i But if it weren't for its
Current tour in this country
and a
mention
in
7 Esquire "s" Heavy 100 this
year, the group would have
remained obscure to
American ears
I The October issue of
"Esquire" magazine called
the'group "an English skinhead band' that looks like
the Droogs of A Clockwork
Orange;' will hit America
with a bit of the old ultravjojence."
With this type of exposure.
"Slade" is liable to become
as big as the Beatles.
ITS FIRST US. album
with decent distribution.
"Slade Alive!" iPolydor
55081. was recorded live at a
concert and is the (irst
exposure I have had to the
group

It seems 10 put on a good
live performance, and a fair
visual showing as well
■However, the whole
feeling I gained in listening
to this recording was broken
when about six minutes into
it, one of the group members
announces. If you feel like
shouting, go ahead We've
got these microphones
picking up everything Adds
to the atmosphere, y'know."
Any atmosphere that
might have been there is
now totally lost.
In England. Slade.' has
the music power in its
hands Almost all of the
songs have made the
number one position on the
charts, except for one bummer that only got up to
number three.
One word aptly describes
its music-loud I can't help
thinking that these guys are
1.1.mil Funk with English
accents, and heavy accents
at that
Their performance is

electric, powerful, overwhelming, but loud. Not
musical ..loud. Lots . of
screaming and loud guitar
strains
THEY TRY to fool you
though On this live album.
"Slade" actually tries to do
justice to John Sebastian's
Darling Be Home Soon."
It fails
The beginning of this cut is
soft and not unlike the ballad
it was meant to be. But after
a couple of minutes the

members are back to the
loud rockin' and rollln
I'm afraid that "Slade
will actually become
another Grand Funk. It has
the same musical prowess
tor lack of it) and the same
earblasting power.
And if a group like Grand
Funk can go over big. expect
to be hearing a lot from
"Slade" in the near future
Not only does it play the
same type of loud noises, but
it has the added advantage
of being from England.

places to go...things to do
The University's Brass Choir, an ensemble whose performances range
from the Renaissance to contemporary
music, will present a concert at 8:15
p.m. tomorrow in the Recital Hall.
School of Music Bldg
Comprised primarily of music
education and performance majors,
the Brass Choir is directed by David
Glasmire. professor of performance
studies
The program will include Fanfare
for the Lord Mayor of London" by
Arthur Bliss,
Jericho Suite" by
Joseph Missal and "Canzona for Eight
Trombones'' bySilliman-Massaino.
"The concert is free and open to the
public
THE SECOND concert in the 1972-73
Scholarship Fund Concert Series will
be presented on Sunday. Dec. 10. at
2:30p.m. in the Main Auditorium. University Hall.
The concert will be highlighted by
guest soloist and pianist, David Pope,
associate professor of performance
studies. He will present Rachmaninoff's "Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganim" with the University Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Emil
Raab
Other selections for the concert
include Kabalevsky's "Colas Breugnon
Overture, Op. 24"; four dance episodes
from Aaron Copland's ballet suite.
Rodeo"; and "The Mastersingers of
Naremburg" by Wagner
Tickets for the concert are S3 for

adults and $1 for students and may be
purchased at the door. Advance reservations can be made by calling 3722721
All proceeds from the Scholarship
Fund Concert Series are used to provide scholarships for exceptionally
talented students in the School of
Music
A CONCERT of Christmas music
will be presented by the University
Women's Chorus and University Men's
Chorus at 8 p.m.. Sunday Dec. 10. in
the Grand Ballroom. Union.
Directed by James L Wilson, the
Women's Chorus will present Palestrina's Magnificat in The Fourth
Mode"; "Pueri Concinite" by HandlGeer; Missus est Gabriel" by d
Morales; Randall Thompson's
"Alleluia" and "The Cuckoo Caroll."
arranged by Glaser.
The Men's Chorus, conducted by
Richard Mathey. will open its part of
the program with "O Magnum
Mysterium" by Jacob I'andl Also
included will be Christmas favorites I
Saw Three Ships." "A Virgin Most
Pure." "God Rest You Merry. Gentlemen" and "The First Noel" all
arranged by Rajph Vaughn Williams.
The concert is open to the public at
no charge

WBGU-TV Channel 70 has scheduled
three shows of special interest during

even two weeks before
Christmas break.
But John Denver did it
Sunday night in Anderson
Arena And the audience
loved it.
FOLLOWING the concert.
Denver sat across from a
tinsel Christmas tree in the
living room of a student
apartment, ate half a dozen
pieces of pizza, and drank
beer
Practically the first thing
he had done after leaving the
stage wa: to telephone his
wife, Ann.
She doesn't like to travel
and Denver said it bothers
him to have to keep leaving
her behind in Aspen, Colo.
After finishing the pizza.
Denver started munching on
home-made cookies and
talked about recording in
New York the next day.
He said it would be the
first time he had held a

recording session the day
after a concert. He was
planning to leave at 6:45
a.m. for New York so he left
the apartment early to get
some rest
HE COMES across on
stage as more than just an
entertainer. His songs have
a sort of "this is my world
and welcome to it." quality
about them and he communicates with the
audience.
It's only because of his
ability to project himself as
a person that he can get
away with some of the
things he did in Sunday's
concert.
He juggled three rubber
balls with his back to the
audience, and recited a
poem without any musical
accompaniment.
The audience cheered
profusely during the

juggling act and remained
absolutely silent during the
poem. Denver had them in
the palm of his hand.
While he tuned his guitar
he talked about a lot of
things, mostly giving the
audience some insight into
his own life.
DENVER wasn't always
called John Denver. He was
born Henry John Deutschendorf but when he started
recording. "They told me it
wouldn't fit on a record
label." he said.
It's apparent in Denver's
music that he loves nature,
and especially the state of
Colorado. His first song in
the concert was about "how
far it is from this place' to
Aspen. (Colo.)."
He followed with "Going
to Carolina in My Mind."
"ANYTIME YOU feel like

singing, please feel free to
do so but limit yourselves
to the choruses and let me
do the verses... it's my
show," he informed the
audience.
When the crowd did start
singing along, Denver
seemed pleased. He grinned
and told them they were so
good "maybe we ought to
get a bus and some beer and
go on tour together "
Denver signed autographs
after the concert, a first for
Bowling Green, and only the
second time he had done it.
He spent a lot of time in
Anderson Arena, making
sure that everyone who
wanted a signature got one.
Denver liked the crowd
and it was apparent they
liked him. not only as a performer, but as a person as
well

Two dance groups to perform
This is the week of the dance at
BGSU.
Two different dance groups will be
performing tonight and Sunday in
productions of modern and jazz
dancing.
The University Performing Dancers
will be presenting an informal dance
program entitled "Fragments" at 8
tonight in the Forum, Student Services
Bldg.
Nearly 30 students will take part in
the program, which will feature a
dance to the reading of a poem, in
addition to dances set to recorded
music.
Richard Hebein, assistant professor
of Latin, will read "The Box," by John
Denver, while members of the Uni-

versity Performing Dancers interpret
it in body movement.
A modern dance class and members
of "The Experience" will also be performing in tonight's production.
The group has been rehearsing every
Thursday for two hours all quarter, and
every night for the past two weeks in
preparation for the program.
This production is being totally
operated by students, Merry Pietila.
sophomore, (AAS), said.
Some of the dance titles are "Fire,"
"The Box," "Cosmic Ballad." and
"Contrary Directions."
There will be two solo dancers. The
group will also present a technique
warm-up "to get everyone in the mood
of watching," Pietila said.

"THE EXPERIENCE," an all-black
modern jazz group, will perform in
tonight's show and will also present its
own show on Sunday, Dec. 10, at 5:30
p.m. in the Amani
The show Sunday will include
dancing from modem jazz to love
themes, in addition to depicting the life
of blacks, both now and in the past.
The program is under the direction
of Jackie Mangum, graduate assistant
in HPE, and her assistant.
Sonnia Ramsay, freshman lA&S),
said, "We're trying to get everybody to
come, not just the blacks.
Both performances are free and open
to the public.

the next two weeks, including a debate,
a suspense serial and a special on the
life of Lorraine Hansberry.
"The Advocates - The PBS Fight of
the Week," will present a debate on
freedom of the press, arguing whether
newsmen should be allowed to keep
secret their source of information
without fear of being jailed The
program will be aired tomorrow at 8
p.m.
THE FIRST episode of "The
Moonstone." Wilkie Collins' 19th century mystery thriller, will be presented
on "Masterpiece Theatre" Sunday.
Dec. 10. at 9 p.m., and repeated Friday. Dec. 15. at 9 p.m.
Subsequent episodes of the five-part
dramatization will be aired each
Sunday and repeated each Friday until
the end of the series.
"The Moonstone" was the first fulllength detective novel ever written in
English.

"TO BE YOUNG, Gifted, and
Black," the study of Lorraine
Hansberry's short but creative life,
will be presented on "Playhouse New
York" Wednesday. Dec. 13. at 8:30
p.m.
Hansberry was the youngest American and the first black to win the New
York Drama Critics Circle Award. She
won it in 1959 for "A Raisin in the
Sun"

'Fragments'

Th. University Performing Dancer, will prSMnt O production
featuring modern donee tonight in th. Forum, Student Service. Bldg
The Experience," a modern jazz done, group,
wl also perform.
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Pat Haley -the trails and tribulations of a socond ymar coach.

Selgo depends on long jumper
By Keaay While
Aatliunt Sporti Editor
One of the most pleasant
surprises in the camp of
bumps and bruises so far.
has been the steady play of
sophomore guard Dick
Selgo
Selgo. who earlier didn't
figure too strongly in coach
Pat Haley's guard plans, has
emerged as one of the most
consistent performers in a
group of six hopefuls.
I' i -i steady play and selfdetermination finally caught

Ticket info
A student ID exchange is
now in progress for this
weekend's hockey series
with Lake Superior St. at the
Ice Arena.
Ai of 8 a.m. today. 560
exchange tickets were still
available for Friday night
and 492 were left for
Saturday evening
Reserved seat tickets,
priced at $2 each, are also on
sale at the Memorial Call
ticket office

Haley's eye and his solid
performances have earned
him a starting spot in the
Kalcon line-up.
"HE HAS TO be the most
consistent player on the
squad." Haley said The
main reason Haley is so
pleased with Selgo is his
ability to run the offense and
the solid efforts he has given
in practice.
"Deadeye." a moniker
given to Selgo because of his
deadly long shooting, has
also come on strong as an
offensive threat for the
Falcons.
"I have to rely on my long
jumper because I'm too
small to be trying to drive
the basket." Selgo said.
In the exhibition game
against Athletes in Action,
Selgo, though hampered by a
knee injury, tallied
18
points. He held his bigger
opponent to nine points.
HOW WELL Selgo can
defense some of the larger
guards around the league
could very well determine

Women swimmers win
The
Bowling Green
women swimmers recently
posted a 78-33 victory over
Miami University at Oxford.
Becky Siesky broke a pool
record in the 50-yard
freestyle with a time of 26 9
seconds. She also took first
place in the 100-yard breast

stroke with a time of 1:19.8
Amy Smith won the 100yard back stroke (1:10.41
and the 50-yard back stroke
in 31.6 seconds.
BG also captured the 200yard medley relay event
i2:04.61 and the 200-yard
freestyle relay (1:52.1).

Intramural notes
Senior Dan Sweigard
defeated junior Tom McCoy
20-21. 21-16 and 21-17 to capture the all-campus fourwall paddleball tournament
last week
Twenty-four
men
participated in the
tournament.
Phi Delta Theta and
Anderson Hall have taken an
early lead in their
respective divisions for the
1972-73 all-sports trophy
The Phi Delts lead the
fraternity division with 54
points based on two
championships in soccer and
hockey, while Anderson has
73.5 points with residence
hall titles in soccer and lootball
Phi Delta Theta blasted
Sigma Chi 12-1 in the
fraternity hockey champion
ship game held last
Wednesday at the Ice Arena
During their regular
league season the Phi Delts
scored 57 goals against only

four allowed for a perfect 6-0
record
Freshman Mike Wilcox
and sophomore Mike Baez
were the individual scoring
leaders with 23 and 19 goals
respectively
Entry forms for basketball and independent hockey
wili be available beginning
winter quarter Basketball
will begin Jan
15 and
hockev on Jan. 21

how long he will remain in
the starting line-up.
"Size is the biggest
problem and it's really
rough trying to contain some
of the bigger guards," Selgo
said "I try to get the best
possible body position and
keep the guard away from
the hoop.

Selgo, a member of last
year's talented freshman
five, believes it will take
some time before the four
sophomore starters can
mold into a solid unit.

"THE PRESSURE that's
on us is to produce like the
coaching staff wants us to."

Ennn
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Are Lakers

v<9' uncatchable?
By Fred R. Ortllp. Sporti Editor
It's a sobering fact that two losses to Lake Superior this
weekend could do irreparable damage to Bowling Green's
Central Collegiate Hockey Association title hopes this
season.
Two wins for the Lakers would make them almost
uncatchable in theCCHA.
BG stands at 0-2 in the conference, tied for fourth with
Ohio University. The Lakers, who administered both defeats
to the Falcons Nov. 10-11 in Sault Ste. Marie. Mich., are in
first place with a 3-1 mark
WHAT FAVORS Lake Superior in the long run is that the
Lakers are not scheduled to play in Columbus < against Ohio
State! or Athens i against Ohio U.I.
Lake Superior plays the minimum 12 conference games in
this, its first season in theCCHA. which qualifies the Lakers
for the league championship. Ohio State and Ohio U. play 14
while Bowling Green and St. Louis play the maximum 16.
The champion will be determined by the point system
(two points for a win. one for a tie) which almost unfairly
favors the Lakers.
WHEN OHIO STATE and Ohio U. travel to the Soo. the
winner of each game earns four points i instead of two) since
Lake Superior doesn't play in Columbus or Athens this
season. So, despite playing the minimum 12 games, the
Lakers will be playing for the maximum 32 points
And of course, playing two league opponents an equivalent
of four times at home (instead of two), has to give Lake
Superior the edge in what is otherwise a relatively even
league
Bowling Green knows what it's like to play on Laker ice.
The four times the Falcons have played there, they've lost.
Put simply, not many visiting teams win at Pullar
Stadium The Falcons found out last year that to win the
CCt'A, they've got to do it themselves. They couldn't count
on anyone else to help out And it won't be any different this
year.

Selgo said. "Our main
problem now is that we have
to catch up with the
competition and play their
level of ball and be
effective."
At six feet, the Pettisville
native lacks the height
Haley sought last year.
"Jeff Montgomery is the
secret of Selgo playing,
because Jeff
will be
covering the bigger guard."
Haley said. "We have to
contain the bigger of the two
guards so that our small
guards can play."
Selgo believes he can get
the job done and he i..
looking forward to the
season with great optimism.
"The team is young and
eager and we will be the
underdog most of the time."
he said. "Coach Haley gave
me a chance to prove myself
and now we have to prove
ourselves as a unit "
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Swimmers worm-up at relays
News Special
ROCHESTER. MichBowling Green's swim team
was unable to capture any
relay wins at its regular
season opener last Saturday
in the Michigan Collegiate
Relays at Oakland University.
The meet, attended by all
of the MAC schools except
Miami, served as an ice
breaker before the participating schools encounter
league competition.
There was no team
scoring in the meet, which
was composed of nine individual relay events.
"AT THIS point in the
season, we're flat and
especially slow in the
sprints." said Falcon coach
TomStubbs
Defending MAC champion

Kent State dominated the
meet, winning seven of the
nine events. The remaining
two relays were won by Eastern Michigan.
"Kent is a very seasoned
and tough team." Stubbs
said.
The Falcon team of Joe
Klebowski,
Steve

Briethaupt. Stu Shoenfelt
and Jeff Neeren captured
second place in the 200-yard
freestyle relay.

The Falcon tankers will
open their regular dual meet
season this Saturday at Eastern Michigan.

BG also managed third
place finishes in the 400-yard
individual medley relay. 300yard butterfly relay and 400yard freestyle relay.

The meet will be the first
for Eastern Michigan in the
MAC Last year it was the
small college national champion
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Tired of the usual routine education?

nod

try

THE HUMANITIES CLUSTER COLLEGE
Students last year found the program stimulating and rewarding, both academically and personally. There are still some places available in the Cluster College for the Winter Quarter,
and there is still time to change your registration.
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Bowling Gr«»n goalie Terry Mitkolcxi grabs a Western
Ontario (hot during Saturday's 4-3 Falcon victory at the Ice
Arena. Waiting for a rebound shot that never occurred it
Western's AI Lockhart.

Some details
1. Live and learn in Proui Hall
2. Fifteen hours credit applicable to satisfying humanities group requirements of any college
3. Integrated disciplines: Art, Classics, English, Music, Philosophy, Theater
4. Close Faculty-Student relationship
5. Open to any freshman or sophomore

For information and advice for changing registration call either:

Richard Carpenter
Robert Goodwin
Diane DeVestern

2-2210
2-2117
2-0202

For $179
at Ponderosa
you get a delicious Western Cut Steak. And if it
isn't delicious we'll broil you another or give
you your money back. You know we wouldn't
make an offer like that unless we were pretty
sure of ourselves. Along with a great steak, you'll
get a baked potato, crisp, tossed salad and roll.
Where else can you get a steak dinner for $1.79 —
and a guarantee!

E. Wootter St.
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